
The Association for Delivery Drivers (A4DD) invites carriers and logistics companies like    

you to reimagine your relationship with IC vendors.   

Free yourself to set and enforce the kind of professional contract standards that you and     

your customers would prefer — knowing that drivers can easily and affordably comply.   

On their own.  With A4DD you build a stronger operating model while reducing your costs.   

A4DD Driver Benefits are expanding and currently include: 

 Certified compliance, skills, and safety training and other safety benefits 

 Fully portable insurances — from OccAcc and cargo to auto and general liability* 

 Discounted tools of the trade — like professional work clothes and manifest forms 

 Supplemental work opportunities from the Loadchief load board and advertising 

Given today’s legal and regulatory environment, it’s increasingly important to work with 

independent delivery drivers who can truly function as legitimate businesses.  A4DD helps 

by partnering with leading delivery industry vendors to make their best offerings available 

to individual drivers cost-effectively.  Just point drivers in our direction to get the services 

and tools they need — all at substantial savings due to our group purchasing power.  As a 

non-profit entity we don’t charge high fees.  Driver dues are barely a dollar per week. 

How A4DD Works with “Contracting Carriers” 

We ask only that you publicize the association and let drivers make their own decision.  

A4DD can work alongside other vendors to give drivers better choices.  You can also get 

‘recognized’ by A4DD for the price of an inexpensive ad.  This brings valuable benefits: 

 Discount code for drivers you refer to build loyalty with savings up to 25% 

 Automatic notice when a driver enrolls for benefits or stops paying (incl. insurance) 

 Reports that show at a glance which drivers are complying with your standards 

 Special offers and discounts for you from our partnering vendors 

And much more — check out our website Delivery Company and FAQ pages. 

Thank you for referring IC Drivers to A4DD 

Let’s set up a time to discuss more specifically how working with A4DD can improve your 

business model and your bottom line.  Email pschlactus@a4dd.org or call 914-629-9234. 

*  Sidestep audits and save.  A4DD will advise you on coordinating  corporate and driver insurance. 
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